A young officer of Anglo descent in the culturally Shinto Eco-topian Coalition, Trystin Desoll confronts prejudice among his own people and the threat of the Farhkans, a race of technologically superior aliens, as he works to stop the war with the Revenant theocracy.

**Personal Review: The Parafaith War by L. E. Modesitt Jr.**

Trystin Desoll was fighting against the revs - suicidal religious fanatics who had two things going for them: they had the numbers and they had the belief that they were right and that the Coalition was wrong. Science against Divine Right. Religion against Reason. A Prophet against a series of ideals. Who would win? Who COULD win with both sides believing they were right, having total Faith in their own systems and KNOWING the other side was in the wrong?

Can Trystin Desoll really do something to bring the war to an end or is he trapped in a conflict in which both sides will lose?
As always L.E. Modesitt, Jr. asks us the big questions and forces us to focus on the good, and the bad, in the answers we find.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
The Parafaith War by L. E. Modesitt Jr. 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!